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Introduction

Zane and Kai have sisters time to hear there back story.
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Chapter 1

Princess Draculaura: Zane's little sister.
March the 27th: I was battling Zane to see who could hold there breath longest. Mid way through the
battle an old man can under water! He said to train to be a ninja me and Zane said yes it was are dream
since we're young.He bring us to his monastery I was amazed to see something like that and I'm a
vampire princess.
2 days later 2 more people came one called Cole and one called Jay.12 days later someone ELSE
arrived just when we're pilling on top of him sensei told us we had POWERS Zane's master of ice,
Jay's master of lighting, Kai's master of fire, Cole's master of Earth and I'm master of plasma the
purple ninja!
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Chapter 2

Nya Kai's sister:
March 27th: Me and Kai we're just doing are thing and sharping weapons until an old man came and
looked around.Suddenly the skeleton army came and took me to the fire temple.
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Chapter 3

How Draculaura fell in love:
March 28th: we had just saved Ninjago and 9 minutes after that Cole came up to me and said "hey
Draculaura do you like black?"are you trying to do what Jay done? Because I do like black"I replied
Cole told me he was I was shocked I never wanted to fall in love but I did like Cole but his words
moved me he asked me if I wanted to be his girlfriend I had to say yes so now we're happy.
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Chapter 4

How Nya fell in love:
March 27th: So me and Kai were riding Flame when we got off J at asked me if I liked blue I said
"sure it's my favrote colour"and now me and Jay are deeply in love.
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